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Session Outline
• Historical Outline: Computational Consolidation (1970s–present)
• Narrative to Analytical History
• Data Intensive Disciplines
• Digitised Texts
• Distant Reading
• Hathi Trust – Google Books extracted features
• Finding trends
• Interpreting topics

A Caveat: Ladder of abstraction
“Obsolete power corrupts
obsoletely.” - Ted Nelson
The technology associated
with interpreting the
representation at each of
the layers can change or
become less available

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ted_Nelson

History: from narrative to social science
•

Vannevar Bush, ‘As We May Think’ (1945): mass of human data calls for a
new machine to keep track of cultural memory through associative linking.
•

Memex machine: a hypothetical model resembling the personal desktop computer;
used similar principles to hypertext.

•

Differential Analyser: an analog computer that could solve differential equations
using up to 18 variables.

1970s–80s: Computational Consolidation
•

Consolidation in computational research centres, scholarly societies, and
methods coincided with the transition from magnetic tape to disk storage.

•

Content Addressing File Store (CAFS) transferred file storage into hardware.

•

Nevertheless, most projects were confined to industry (e.g. law) and large
corpus linguistics projects.

Individual Computing, Hypertext, and
Standardization: 1980s–90s
•

Apple Macintosh Graphical User Interface (GUI) meant that individual users could
manipulate text strings, special characters, and write their own programming.

•

Hypertext (coined by Ted Nelson or Tim Berners-Lee, depending on who you ask): a
one-way system of joining words and images to other pages; onto HTTP and the Internet.
•

•

E.g. Beowulf Workstation (Patrick Conner)

Text Encoding Initiative Guidelines for Electronic Text Encoding and Interchange (1994):
the first systematic attempt to categorise and define all the features of humanities texts.

Data Intensive Disciplines
•

Concordance Projects in the Classics:
•
•
•
•

•

Miles and Busa, c. 1940s–
COCOA project
Thesaurus Linguae Graecae (TLG)
Ibycus system (1980s)

Historical Projects on Disputed authorship:
•
•

Allvar Ellegard on the Junius letters
Federalist Papers study by Frederick Mosteller and David Wallace

Knowledge Systems
•

Systems are a means to an end

•

Classics in particular saw both the print and digital revolution, spanning ~2500
years of textual production
•

See Perseus Digital Library.

•

Challenges:
• electronic typesetting is still time consuming
• Gaps in knowledge between humanists who are new to tech and tech
specialists still wider than ideal.

•

Processes are still flawed; maintenance and resource support is still a problem,
but successes are still powerful reminders of the potential of DH.

History: from narrative to social science
•
•

•

•

Nearly every academic uses information technology now.
1998: Joyce Appleby noted in a presidential address to the AHA the
transition from descriptive to analytical approaches to historical
research.
‘[T]here is no such thing as errorless data’ (Fogel and Engerman,
Time on the Cross: The Economics of American Negro Slavery, 1974).
Still a need to make computational work transparent, especially
facilitate interpretation and analysis.

Digital History Projects: Hypertext History
•
•

Philadelphia Social History Project
Edward Ayers led the creation of the Valley of the Shadow project at
Virginia.
•

•
•

Trying to imagine forms of narrative that convey the complexity of the
experiences of digital archives.

American Social History Project: Who Built America? (1994)
British History Online launched in 2002.

Digital Literary Studies: Harnessing the Power of
Memory
•

•

•

Harnessing textual data: details which were hitherto impossible to
notice are now accessible and made intelligible through digital
tools.
Meta-discourse: the question of method is essential to digital
literary studies.
Importance of text encoding: markup is an ‘external intervention’
into texts that makes explicit to a machine what is implicit to
readers.
•

•

Digital Critical Editions and Archives: e.g. Walt Whitman Archive.

Rejection of ‘final’ results: technology cannot replace
interpretation; analysis of the significance is required.

Digital Literary Studies: Harnessing the Power of
Memory
•

•

•

•

Jerome McGann (2001): ‘the general field of humanities education
and scholarship will not take the use of digital scholarship seriously
until one demonstrates how its tools … improve interpretation’.
Computers cannot (yet) decode imaginative literature any better
than humans.
What computers can do is to expose linguistic features that you may
not notice.
Literary computing has always been multi-faceted: genre,
socio-political context, historic provenance, material study.

Distant reading and interpretation
J. F. Burrows (2004) argues that the styles of authors come from common words (i. e., articles and
prepositions).
“[T]he real value of studying the common words rests on the fact that they constitute the
underlying fabric of a text, a barely visible web that gives shape to whatever is being said …
The principal point of interest is neither a single stitch, a single thread, nor even a single color
but the overall effect. Such effects are best seen, moreover, when different pieces are put side
by side.”
The value of experimentation, and the possibilities for new modes of reading.
Burrows:“computer-assisted textual analysis can be of value in many different sorts of literary
inquiry, helping to resolve some questions, to carry others forward, and to open entirely new
ones.”

Distant reading and interpretation
Franco Moretti: “Quantitative research provides a type which is ideally independent of
interpretations … it provides data, not interpretation” (Graphs, Maps, Tress [Verso,
2007]).
History: shifting the gaze from extraordinary people and events to everyday facts. What
literature can be found in large mass of facts?
“Abstraction is not an end in itself, but a way to widen the domain of the literary historian,
and enrich its internal problematic” (Moretti, 2).
Distance is a new kind of knowledge––a model that raises the level of abstraction to
increase cognitive capacity.
Problem of over-confidence in theories: Nan Z. Da: distant reading encourages reductive
tautological thinking. Lacks an intermediary scale of meaningful relations between the
macro and the micro; (“The Computational Case against Computational Literary Studies”,
Critical Inquiry 45.3 (Spring 2019): 601-639).

Distant Reading:
“Professor who analysed 40,000 novels claims there are just SIX possible storylines” (Daily
Mail, 26 February 2015).

Digitised Texts

Hathi Trust Research Centre (HTRC)
• Promotes scholarly use of the HathiTrust Digital Library
• Custodian of Google books
• OCR corpus – many character errors!
• Biased – e.g C19th lacks genre metadata

• Provides
•
•
•
•
•

Data analysis infrastructure
“Non-consumptive” use
Extracted Features Dataset
Visualisation tools
Lots more…

https://pro.europeana.eu/post/text-mining-2-how-scholars-can-support-digital-libraries

HTRC Extracted Features Dataset
• Pre-extracted features
• Python/R libraries, API access
• Volume-level
• Bibliographic metadata
• title, pubDate, language,
• genre, typeOfResource
• names, imprint, rightsAttributes

• pageCount, size

https://wiki.htrc.illinois.edu/display/COM/Extracted+Features+Dataset

HTRC Extracted Features Dataset
• Page level
• Header, Body, Footer info
• Page sequence numbers
• tokenCount, lineCount, sentenceCount
• Languages (inferred per page)
• tokenPosCount (POS tags)
• beginCharCounts, endCharCounts

HTRC Extracted Features Dataset
• Page level
• Header, Body, Footer info
• Page sequence numbers
• tokenCount, lineCount, sentenceCount
• Languages (inferred per page)
• tokenPosCount (POS tags)
• beginCharCounts, endCharCounts

HTRC Extracted Features Dataset
• Use cases
• Distant reading
• Word similarity
• Topic models
• Plot analysis
• Emotion analysis
• Visual structure

5 copies of Origin of Species
Two trends:
- 1929 and after are on
average about one quarter
of an inch taller and one
eighth of an inch wider
than books published
before
- the font size (as
determined by the median
line height) also appears
to be increasing (by a
quarter of a point)
Bamman, David, and Björn Hartmann. ‘Modeling the History of Book Design HTRC Whitepaper:
Summary of Activities’, n.d., 8.

HTRC Extracted Features Dataset
Within-book topic modelling, Peter Organisciak

• Use cases
• Distant reading
• Word similarity
• Topic models
• Plot analysis
• Emotion analysis
• Visual structure

https://github.com/organisciak/htrc-book-models

Practical – Finding Trends
Find 3-5 queries/query words which
relate to your project:
- Use the filters
(e.g categories/languages)
- Refer to the source texts
Discuss the trends you find.

1958
1979

https://bookworm.htrc.illinois.edu/develop/

Practical – Interpreting Topics
https://jgoodwin.net/htb/#/model/grid
Pick 3 topics in each group:
- Use the GUI to investigate
- Why does the GUI help?
- Refer to the source texts
Discuss your findings.
French literature cluster?
Label = French Women or French Gender?
Contains = Fiction with a lot of gender descriptions?
A lot of polite conversation with women characters?

